
 

 

2017 Ticket Booth Responsibilities 
 

1. First Ticket Booth shift arrives 1 hour before game time. All other shifts arrive at designated time 

on the Signup.com volunteer program.  

2. It is important to arrive 1 hour before game time as the opposing teams generally arrive then,  

and many times the teams are accompanied by their parents from whom we will collect 

admission. 

3. Make sure the Northwest gate is closed as opposing team and fans arrive (we want everyone to 

enter at the gate next to the ticket booth) 

4. Open the window that faces North next to the gate. 

5. You will be given a Cash Bag by the Board Member on Duty that will contain the Game Day 

Money Form 

6. Place the black Volunteer Binder in the window. Have all volunteers sign in on the master sign in 

sheet for the evening. If volunteers need a job description for their role that evening provide 

them one from the appropriate area of the Volunteer Binder. 

7. Place the admissions fee sign in the window 

8. Place the Noblesville Team Rosters (and opposing team if available) in the window 

9. If during the course of the evening you need to have better change contact the Board Member 

on Duty 

10. Collect Entrance Fees as follows: 

All Noblesville Team Parents and Students (both teams) are free 

All Grandparents (both teams) are free 

All other adults are $5 

11. The last Ticket Booth shift has been designed to end shortly after the last game of the evening 

starts. Coordinate with the Board Member on Duty as to when to close the window. We want to 

collect as much gate as possible but at some point the benefits are negligible. Use good 

judgement.   

12. Count all money and complete the Game Day Money Form and put in the Cash Bag.  Place the 

admissions fee sign and the Team Rosters on the shelf in the ticket booth. 

13. Close and lock the window. 

14.  Return the Cash Bag and the black Volunteer Binder to the Board Member on Duty      

 

 



 

         


